JULY 11 – 15

July 13, 11:15am
Wood Auditorium
Ecologies of Care: Investigating Quotidian Domesticity As A Terrain for Social Change
Ani Liu will discuss her solo exhibition "Ecologies of Care," which is now on view at Cuchifritos Gallery + Project Space, NYC. She will discuss reproductive labor rights, gender and biopolitics within the framework of technology and design in contemporary politics. Ani will be introduced by Ashraf Sami Abdalla, who will be joined by Nathalie Frankowski and Cruz Garcia in responding to the presentation and hosting the Q&A.
Organized by the MSAAD program at GSAPP.

URBAN DESIGN MIDTERM REVIEW

The Urban Design Studio I midterm review will take place on Saturday, July 16 on the 100 level of Avery Hall from 1:00pm to 5:00pm. The studio is led by Nans Voron (Coordinator), Sagi Golan, Galen Pardee, Austin Sakong, Sean Gallagher, Sanjukta Sen, Miriam Peterson, and Candelaria Mas Pohmajevic.

GSAPP RECOMMENDS

GSAPP Faculty Emanuel Admassu, Ignacio Galan, Karen Kubey together with Neeraj Bhatia, Todd Levon Brown, Lindsay A. Goldman, Annie Ledbury, and David Peters will present at the webinar "Aging Against the Machine" hosted by the Center for Architecture as part of their exhibition Reset: Towards a New Commons on July 11 at 6:30pm. Register here.

Architensions, led by Faculty Alessandro Orsini and Nick Roseboro’s 23 MSCCCP, will deliver an online lecture hosted as a part of Architectural Association’s summer 2022 public programming series on Monday, July 18. View details and register here.

News:

HP PROGRAM DIRECTOR AND PROFESSOR JORGE OTERO-PAILOS PUBLISHES "RELOCATING ARCHITECTURE" IN DOMUS MAGAZINE

News:

FACULTY WONNE ICKX’S FIRM FEATURED IN ARCHITECT’S NEWSPAPER FOR DESIGN OF HOUSTON ENDOWMENT HEADQUARTERS WITH KDA